Abstract: Text-to-speech synthesis is a computational technique for producing synthetic, human-like speech by a computer. In recent years, speech synthesis techniques have developed, and have been employed in many applications, such as automatic translation applications and car navigation systems. End-to-end text-to-speech synthesis has gained considerable research interest, because compared to traditional models the end-to-end model is easier to design and more robust. Tacotron 2 is an integrated state-of-the-art end-to-end speech synthesis system that can directly predict closed-to-natural human speech from raw text. However, there remains a gap between synthesized speech and natural speech. Suffering from an over-smoothness problem, Tacotron 2 produced 'averaged' speech, making the synthesized speech sounds unnatural and inflexible. In this work, we first propose an estimated network (Es-Network), which captures general features from a raw mel spectrogram in an unsupervised manner. Then, we design Es-Tacotron2 by employing the Es-Network to calculate the estimated mel spectrogram residual, and setting it as an additional prediction task of Tacotron 2, to allow the model focus more on predicting the individual features of mel spectrogram. The experience shows that compared to the original Tacotron 2 model, Es-Tacotron2 can produce more variable decoder output and synthesize more natural and expressive speech.
Introduction
Speech synthesis is the process of transposing input text into corresponding speech, and it is also known as text-to-speech (TTS). Traditional speech synthesis methods, such as statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS), are composed of several independent components, such that the overall system is difficult to adjust and requires extensive domain expertise knowledge to design [1] .
In recent years, end-to-end TTS based on artificial neural networks has demonstrated considerable power in producing natural and emotional speech. Compared to SPSS, end-to-end TTS is easier to design, and furthermore allows for rich conditioning that makes synthesized speech more controllable. Tacotron 2 [2] is a state-of-the-art end-to-end speech synthesis model, which can generate speech directly from graphemes or phonemes. The system is consists of a recurrent sequence-to-sequence mel spectrogram prediction network, followed by a modified WaveNet acting as a vocoder to synthesize time-domain waveforms from those spectrograms. However, the gap between the synthesized speech of produced by such models and real speech is clear, in that the over-smoothness makes synthesis speech unnatural and inflexible.
Over-smoothness is a common problem in neural networks. The main reason for this problem is that neural networks are statistical in natural when learning an averaged speech distribution from a 1. We propose the Es-Network, which is an unsupervised network that learns the general speech features from some target speech. Then, we describe the importance of learning individual features in speech synthesis. 2. We propose a model called Es-Tacotron2, which combines the Es-Network with Tacotron 2, and set the learning of the estimated residual of the mel spectrogram as the third task of Tacotron 2. Compared with original Tacotron 2, the synthesized speech of Es-Tacotron2 contains more details, and it achieved 67.5% preference in a mean opinion score (MOS) test.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the related work. The proposed network for extracting the general features of mel spectrogram and the architecture of Es-Tacotron2 is detailed in Section 3. In Section 4 we present objective evaluation and subjective evaluation in comparison with baselines. Then, we discuss the effect of different heads number to Es-Network. Finally, we conclude this work in Section 5.
Related Work

End-to-End Speech Synthesis
There are some approaches to the text-to-speech pipeline based on neural networks. The first is WaveNet [11] , which is an auto-regressive model with dilated, causal convolutions layers for audio generation. DeepVoice 1&2&3 [12] [13] [14] achieved faster than real-time synthesis speedups with many stacked QNN(Quasi-recurrent network) [15] layers. Char2Wav [16] is a more end-to-end approach, which employs a standard seq2seq attention encoder-decoder architecture to evaluate the vocoder features and a neural vocoder SampleRNN to compute the final synthesized signal. However, these three models are not entirely end-to-end, because each of the components in each model must to be trained independently. Tacotron [1] is an integrated end-to-end generative TTS model, which takes a character as input and outputs the corresponding frame-level sentences of a spectrogram. Tacotron 2 [2] extends the Tacotron by taking a modified WaveNet as a vocoder, which takes mel spectrograms as the conditioning input.
Multi-Task Learning
Multi-task learning (MLT) [17] has been successfully employed in many applications of machine learning, from natural language processing to computer vision, etc. We can view multi-task learning as a machine learning strategy that aims at improving the model generalization ability and performance, by jointly learning with multiple tasks and sharing representations between related tasks. By sharing representations, other related tasks can contribute to the main task, providing supplementary information that enables models to generalize more effectively on the main task. There are two most commonly adopted approaches to performing multi-task learning are hard or soft parameter sharing of hidden layers.
Hard parameter sharing is applied by sharing the hidden layers between all tasks while maintaining several task-specific output layers, where the task-relevant parameters are optimized by the gradient from corresponding task loss, while task-irrelevant parameters are optimized by the gradient from all task losses. On the other hand, in soft parameter sharing, in soft parameters task has its own model with its own parameters. The distance between the parameters of the model is regularized, with the purpose to encouraging the parameters to be similar.
Multi-task learning is applied successfully in TTS field and acquires great achievement like [18] .
Attention Mechanism
Attention is simply represented by a vector, often being the output of a dense layer using softmax function. The attention mechanism is always applied through a sequence-to-sequence (seq-to-seq) model, which allows the encoder to search all the information in original text sentence, and then generate a suitable spectrogram frame according to the current word being worked on and the context. Most previous networks based on an encoder-decoders structure [19] employ an attention mechanism that can convert a sequence into another sequence of different lengths. The input text sentence read by the encoder transforms the input sequence of the vector x = [x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ] into a hidden representations sequence of vector h = [h 1 , h 2 , · · · , h n ], which is more suitable for the attention mechanism. The most common approach is to employ an RNN, such that:
The decoder, which is a sequence-to-sequence model, generates the output sequence of a vector y = [y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y m ] conditioned on h. At each timestep t, the attention mechanism selects the hidden representations using the softmax similarity scores. Let q t denote the query of the output sequence at the t-th timestep, and π t ∈ {1, 2, ..., N} be a categorical latent variable that represents the selection among hidden representations according to the conditional distribution p(π t |x, q t ). The context vector derived from the input defined as:
where α t (n) = p(π t = n|h, q t ). In most attention mechanism, p(π t |h, q t ) is calculated as:
Proposed Method
Estimated Network
In this section, we first proposed an estimated network (Es-Network), and then we discussed the motivation of Es-Network and why it works.
Most statistical speech synthesis models are optimized by minimizing the objection function with training corpus. The losses are expressed by the discrepancy between the predicted speech and the actual speech. In most cases, these models can be optimized using the loss gradient, and learn the distribution of the training set. However, the training corpus contains many <sentence, speech> pairs, and can exhibit different speech styles for the same word in different sentences. This means there is no absolute strong relationship between <sentence, speech> pairs. This situation is easy for a human to deal with, yet presents difficulties for machines. This is because generative models are essentially multi-classification models, and these one-to-many training pairs will confuse a model and result in it dropping information on the details of speech. Models learn a roughly average distribution from these <sentence, speech> pairs, and the miss of detail information leads to an over-smoothness problem.
Despite it being inevitable that models are trained on such a corpus, we fortunately found a way to make a model focus more on learning the 'individual features' (e.g., the speech content) of speech rather than 'general features' (e.g., noise), to reduce the effect of the over-smoothness problem. Considering raw speech to consist of general and individual features, the general features contain general information shared by most speech in training corpus, while in contrast the individual features contain specific information. During training, the general features are more 'attractive' to models, which leads to individual feature learning being ignored. We found that the absence of the individual features of speech results in a decrease in quality of predicted speech. Therefore, we want models to focus more on learning individual features.
To resolve the problem, we employed a group of randomly initialized learnable prototype vectors [ q 1 , q 2 , ..., q n ] ,called estimated tokens, to estimate the query vector q t , where n is the heads number of estimated tokens and the dimensions of each estimated token q i are the same as q t . To abstract the general features from raw speech, similar to most attention mechanisms, we compute estimated outputs q t by calculating the weighted sum of these estimated tokens:
where the weight e t,i of each annotation q i is computed by:
Unlike in the vector quantization (VQ) [20] method, we do not employ one closet vector to represent q t , but using the weighted sum of these estimated tokens to estimate q t . These estimated tokens are optimizing by minimizing estimated loss L es , which represents the discrepancy between query vector q t and estimated output q t to second-order:
In TTS, the query vector q t ∼ P sp consists of a frame of the target spectrogram of the target spectrogram y = [q 1 , q 2 , ..., q t ] at time t. Every vector in the set of estimated outputs q t ∼ P es ( q 1 , q 2 , ..., q n ) is correlated with all the others, making these vectors similar to each others. The limitation of the head numbers of estimated tokens restricts the capability of estimated network. Therefore, the estimated tokens prefer to preserve general rather than individual features to minimize estimated loss L es . Thus, we can employ Es-Network to abstract general features from raw speech.
We also tried an auto-encoder-based network to abstract general features. The structure of the token-based estimated network and the Auto-Encoder based estimated network are illustrated in Figure 1 , and a comparison of the results of these two networks is presented in Figure 2 . As can be observed from the results, the auto-encoder-based estimated network has a stronger capability than the token-based estimated network, in that the estimated output q t of auto-encoder-based network contained more details than the that of the token-based network. However, this is undesirable for abstracting precise mel spectrograms residual, and so we adopted token-based estimated network in this work.
Multi-Task Tacotron 2 with Pre-Trained Estimated Network
In this section, we describe the multi-task Es-Tacotron2 and discuss why Es-Tacotron2 can synthesize more natural speech than the original Tacotron 2. The architecture of Es-Tacotron2 model is illustrated in Figure 3 .
The Original Tacotron 2 takes a character sequence as input, and outputs the corresponding speech. The model consists of two components: (1) a recurrent sequence-to-sequence feature prediction network with attention mechanism, which predicts mel spectrogram frame sequences from an input character sequence; and (2) a modified version of WaveNet that synthesizes time-domain waveform samples conditioned on predicted mel spectrogram frame sequence.
There are two prediction tasks for the feature prediction network. The first and main task is to predict the mel spectrogram from the given input character sequence, and the second is to calculate the 'stop token', which allows the model dynamically determine the timestep at which to terminate the generation. From Figure 3 , we can observe that the two tasks share the same 'projection input' representation, which is the concatenation of the output of long short-term memory(LSTM) layer with the attention context vector, to conduct different task.
Input Text
Character Embedding However, because Tacotron 2 is a statistical model, and it is difficult for main task to capture the individual features, the miss of the individual features will degrade the quality of speech synthesized by WaveNet, and lead to an over-smoothness problem. Therefore, the task of predicting individual features is essential for Tacotron 2, such that the model pays more attention to individual features learning. To resolve this problem, we set the residual prediction of the mel spectrogram as a third task of Tacotron 2, to assist with the model generating.
The network is composed of an encoder and a decoder with attention mechanism. The input characters sequence is represented by a learned 512-dimensional character embedding, which is passed through a stack of 3 convolutional layers, followed by batch normalization and ReLU activations. Then, the output of the final convolutional layer is passed into a bi-directional LSTM layer containing 512 units to generate the encoder features. In Tacotron 2, it uses the location-sensitive attention mechanism to use cumulative attention weights to calculate the context vector. The decoder is an autoregressive recurrent neural network which predicts a mel spectrogram from the encoded input sequence one frame at a time. The prediction from the previous timestep is first to pass through a pre-net, which contains two fully connected layers of 256 hidden ReLU units. The output of pre-net and attention context vector are then concatenated and passed through a stack of two uni-directional LSTM layers with 1024 units. The concatenation of the LSTM output and attention context vector is projected through three different linear transforms to predict the target spectrogram frame, stop token, estimated residual respective. Next, the predicted mel spectrogram is passed through a 5-layer convolutional post-net which predicts a residual to add to the prediction to improve the overall reconstruction. Finally, the predicted mel spectrogram is transformed into waveforms by modified WaveNet. Please refer to [2] to get more Tacotron 2 structure details.
Next, we will describe the training step of Es-Tacotron2. First, we pre-train the Es-Network, by minimizing the estimated loss L es as:
and we calculate the estimated residual Y re = (y re 1 , y re 2 , ..., y re n ) as:
where Y = (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y T ) is the target mel spectrogram and Y es is the estimated mel spectrogram. The next step is to train the Tacotron 2 model. As in Tacotron 2, the network is composed of an encoder and decoder. The encoder converts a character sequence X = [x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ] into a hidden feature representation sequence h = (h 1 , ..., h L ) as:
which is then consumed by a location-sensitive attention network to summarize the encoded sequence as a fixed-length context vector for each decoder output step. The decoder predicts a mel spectrogram Y = (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y T ) from the encoded input sequence one frame at a time. The decoder calculates the attention context vector c t at timestep t:
where α t−1 is the attention vector of timestep t − 1 and l t is output of the LSTM layers of timestep t.
The main task is to predict the mel spectrogram frame y t from the concatenation of context vector c t and LSTM layers output l t :
The second task is to predict the 'stop token' S = (s 1 , s 2 , ..., s t ):
We set the prediction of estimated residual of the target mel spectrogram as the third task:
Then, the predicted mel spectrogram Y is simply passed through a 5-layers convolutional post-net, which predicts a residual to improve the overall reconstruction:
The model is optimized by minimizing the summed mean squared error (MSE) for following objection function:
At last, a modified WaveNet is adopted as the neural vocoder to transform the predicted mel spectrogram into corresponding waveform samples.
Unlike the original Tacotron 2, the Es-Tacotron2 contains an additional estimated residual prediction task. The layer of residual prediction predict the estimated residual from before predicted mel spectrogram. The loss of the estimated residual constrain the predicted mel spectrogram to own more individual features. These individual features is beneficial to the post-net to improve mel spectrogram reconstruction.
Experience
Initialization
Tacotron 2 and the Es-Network were trained using Adam optimizer with β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999, ε = 10 −6 and a learning rate of 10 −3 , decaying exponentially to 10 −5 starting from 50,000 iterations. We employ an internal US English dataset [1] , which contains 24.6 h of speech from a single professional female speaker, sampled at frequency of 16 kHz. We employ 80 filter-band log mel-scale spectrogram with Hann windowing, a 50 ms frame length, 12.5 ms frame shift, and 1024-point Fourier transform. We train using a batch size of 32, distributed on a single TITANx GPUs with synchronous updates, using r = 2 (output layer reduction factor) for the MOS results. Since the focus of our study is to validate the effectiveness of the Es-Network, we follow the same hyper-parameters setting of Tacotron 2 as [2] .
To pre-train the Es-Network, we set n = 5 (the heads number of estimated tokens) and d = 80 (dimension of estimated tokens: the same as the number of filters of the mel spectrogram) with a truncated normal distribution initialization. And we discuss the effect of heads number in the Section 4.4. We then performed 10,000 optimization steps to train the Es-Network.
Next, we trained Tacotron 2 on the ground truth mel spectrogram, and estimated residual from the Es-Network using the teacher-forcing technique to help the network to learn the alignment. We applied L 2 regularization with weight 10 −6 . In this work, we performed 200,000 optimization steps to train the Tacotron 2 model.
Objective Evaluation
We adopt the original Tacotron 2 as the baseline to generate mel spectrogram from the input sentence symbols. The synthesized mel spectrogram rescaled to −4 to 4 ranges and saved as image.
We first compare the results synthesized by original Tacotron 2 and Es-Tacotorn2 in teacher-forcing mode. In this test, we employed the ground-truth output from the prior timestep as the input of current timestep. We present a comparison of the natural mel spectrogram, the mel spectrogram synthesized by original Tacotron 2, and that synthesized by the proposed Es-Tacotron2 model in Figure 4 . This comparison shows that the synthesized mel-spectrograms peaks for Es-Tacotron2 are shaper and contain more details than those synthesized by original Tacotron 2. The corresponding spectrum sequence of synthesized spectrogram is shown in Figure 5 .
Next we compare the results synthesized by original Tacotron 2 and Es-Tacotron2 without teacher-forcing mode, as shown in Figure 6 . We note that in this mode, the duration of natural mel spectrogram ere different from those of generated ones. The comparison of these spectrum sequences is presented in Figure 7 . We find that the mel spectrogram synthesized by Es-Tacotron2 is again shaper than that of the original Tacotron 2. 
Subjective Evaluation
We randomly selected 200 sentences from the Bible, and synthesized speech using these models. These synthesized speeches were evaluated for naturalness with several groups of preferences. Ten naive listeners were asked to listen the speech of these sentences synthesized by the two compared models evaluated at random. In each preference test, the listeners were asked to judge whether one speech in each pair had superior naturalness or express no preference.
We first compared the speech synthesized by the original Tacotron 2 with of Es-Tacotron2 using Griffin-Lim algorithm, which transfers linear spectrograms into waveforms. The comparison results are presented in Table 1 . As expected, Es-Tacotron2 synthesized better quality speech than the original Tacotron 2. That is, Es-Tacotron2 achieved a 67.5% preference, while the original Tacotron 2 achieved 14.0%. We note that Es-Tacotron2 can generate more stable alignment, which also contributes to better quality speech, as shown in Figure 8 . One possible reason for this is that the residual prediction task made models generate more specific mel spectrogram frame containing more individual features, which is important for attention mechanism to calculate exact attention vector in the next timestep. Table 1 . Average preference scores (%) on naturalness. "N/P" stands for no preference.
Vocoder
Tacotron 2 Es-Tacotron2 N/P However, we also notice that the speech synthesized by Es-Tacotron2 using WaveNet exhibits no significant improvement than original Tacotron 2 in terms of naturalness. This may be because of the powerful ability of WaveNet, which recurrently autoregressive synthesizes waveform samples. Thus, the naturalness gap is narrowed for the high-quality speech generated by WaveNet.
Effect of Heads Number n of the Es-Network
In this section, we discuss the effect of different heads numbers n to estimated mel spectrograms. As shown in Figure 9 , we first exhibit the averaged estimated loss of the Es-Network with different heads number n. With the increasing of n, the loss is decreasing into a small number. As introduced in Section 3.1, it is obvious that the increase of n improve the capability of the Es-network, which allows the network to capture more individual features for reducing the estimated loss. In order to measure the average distance between the estimated spectrogram and the estimated residual with the original spectrogram, we introduce three statistics: average cross-entropy (aCE), average Cosine similarity (aCos) and average variance (aVar). To calculate aCE of estimated and ground-truth spectrogram, these two spectrograms first rescaled to 0 to 1 range by Sigmoid function and then calculate the average of cross entropy of all estimated and original spectrogram frame. The aCos is similar to aCE but no need the rescaling. The aVar is the mean of the variance of every frame of the spectrogram. All statistic results are shown in Table 2 . The aCE of the estimated spectrogram is decreasing and the aCos is increasing as the heads number of Es-Network increase, which means the estimated spectrogram contains more individual features and become more similar to the original spectrogram. However, the estimated residual is different, of which the aCE is increasing as the heads number increase while the aCos has a max value when n = 5. This may be because the aCos is more sensitive to noise than aCE, and the Es-Network is unable to output a variable spectrogram which is more like noises when the heads number less than 5. We simply adopt aVar to evaluate the average information amount of every estimated residual frame. We notice that the increase of n does not significantly improve the quality of the edges of the estimated mel spectrogram when heads number greater than 5. The comparison of these estimated mel spectrograms can be observed in Figure 10 . This may be because these edges are difficult for the token-based network to capture. In contrast to the auto-encoder-based networks, the token-based network applies the weighted sum of the estimated tokens to acquire estimated output. However, each token only can remember some portions of the mel spectrogram features and learns an averaged distribution from these features. Besides, the original mel spectrogram is complicated that is generated by so many variables, and these tokens unable to capture all these variables distributions. This is the reason the mel spectrogram generated by the token-based network is extremely blurry. In contrast, the auto-encoder-based network learning a relationship between the hidden representation and the input with the representation and with the output. The neural network is expert to deal with such learning task. Therefore, the estimated loss of the auto-encoder-based network has significantly decreased with the increase of the capability of the network.
From what has been discussed above, we reasonably conclude that it is hard for the Es-Network to acquire the estimated spectrogram which contains abundant meanwhile exact individual features. Therefore, we make the trade-off and set heads number n = 5 in this paper. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a new neural network, called estimated network (Es-Network), to obtain the estimated residual of a mel spectrogram. We set the residual prediction as a third task for Tacotron 2, to reduce over-smoothness problem. We found that when statistical models learn a target distribution, they tend to focus more on the general features than individual features containing information on mel spectrogram details, which can significantly decrease the loss of objection function. Therefore, we employed Es-Network to obtain the estimated residual of mel spectrogram, and found the task of learning estimated residual can help the Tacotron 2 to learn more clear alignments and generate higher quality speeches.
However, the Es-Network cannot absolutely separate the general and individual features of the original speech. The estimated residual still miss some information on individual features, which is detrimental for models to generate natural speech. On the other hand, Es-Tacotron2 alleviates the over-smoothness problem, but cannot fundamentally solve it. In future work, we plan to derive a more powerful Es-Network structure and a more suitable modeling approach to utilize the estimated residual to obtain high-quality speech.
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